
A Seductive Guide to 
Boudoir Lingerie



We like to help by making suggestions for lingerie for 

certain body types. Keep in mind they are suggestions, you 

decide to bring. If it fits properly and makes you feel 

amazing then don't worry about the guide!

If you are unsure of your body shape please go to : 

http://bit.ly/BodyShapeGuide 

 for a body shape calculator.

What sexy shape are you?

Tip



The Panty



G-String/Thong

Cheeky

Bikini
A bikini type panty sits at the hip and fully covers the front 

and rear. These are ideal for clients who are concerned 

about coverage, but they donèt flatter everyone. 

 

Best for: Apple,Pear and Hourglass

A popular style that provides front coverage but leaves the 

cheeks exposed. A seductive favorite makes for killer booty 

shots. Even though it is more coverage than a thong or g- 

string it can portray more mystery and alure. 

 

Best for: Apple,Pear and Hourglass

A thong has minimal fabric in the back and a g-string has 

even less.  

 

Best for: Slim/Slender with little to no curve

Tip
G-strings and thongs are great to avoid panty 

lines but don't leave much to the imagination

If you prefer thongs and g-strings make sure to 

get something with extra details.



High Waisted

Peek - A-Boo

Boy Shorts

A classic panty that can portray a bit of a vintage/retro feel. 

They are very high waist coverage, can be great for 

someone wanting to hide middriff. Some have built-in 

shapewear. 

 

Best For: Anyone

Boy shorts are designed for comfort and coverage. They 

can be cute and teasy, not the best for booty images. They 

will work for someone wanting to be more conservative 

 

Best for:  Apple,Prea, Hourglass, especially a bubble bum.

A more trendy thing you'll find in the lingerie store these 

days. Either they will expose front or back or both. We still 

like to leave something to the imagination but do enjoy 

shooting these fun undies. 

 

Best for: The Bold 



The Bra



Open Balconette/Shelf 

Push-Up

Demi Cup/Balconette

The push-up bra will increase the size and cleavage of your 

breast. This bra is not flattering for everyone. Small 

chested women are better with more support than padding. 

If you are a large chested we don't recommend push up bra, 

they will appear too large and lead to extra skin near the 

armpits.  

Sometimes less padding can be better because your natural 

breast is resting on top padding can make your breast look 

"droopy". 

 

Best For: Triangle, Pear Shape (Small to Mid Busts)

A support bra that only covers the bottom part of the breast 

to offer more cleavage. They achieve a look similar to a 

push-up bra but use support and lift working with what you 

have naturally.  

 

One thing to keep in mind this bra style it is not full 

coverage and nipple may be partially exposed. Depends on 

your comfort level, it is at your own discretion. 

 

Best For: Smaller busts

An Open Balconette also know as a shelf bra is a 

support system but leave breast fully exposed. 

 

Best For: Triangle, Pear (Smaller busts)



T- Shirt Bra

Strapless 
A bra without straps. Not the best idea for boudoir but 

it does work sometimes - usually on smaller chested 

women. 

 

Best For: Triangle, Pear (Smaller busts)

These bras are typically made with a smoother exterior that 

is great for a smooth look under t-shirts. Details and 

textures photograph better and leave more eye candy. 

Avoid plain bras unless it suits your personality. 

 

Best For Triangle, Pear 



The Bra & Panty Set



Tip
Bras make sure cups fit properly to avoid cup 

spillage or a loose cup

Undies should fit just right not to small and 

not baggy

Bra & Panties are a very popular choice 

among most women. 

 

The everyday T-shirt bra is comfortable for 

day-to-day wear, but maybe not the best for 

the boudoir shoot. Unless it's covered in 

details or lace!  

 

Also be mindful if you are concerned about 

your midsection you may want to find 

something more discreet.



The  
Corset or Bustier



Bustier

Hybrid Style

Corset

Bustiers have a built-in bra and can be shorter than a corset, 

ending just above or right above the waistline and not 

meant to reach the hips. 

Less confining than a corset, has stretchy panels and soft 

plastic boning. 

 

Best for: Anyone 

 

 

Corsets are beautiful to achieve an hourglass figure and an 

upright posture and chest lift. They are not the best for 

movement. 

 

Best For Middrift Concerns

A combo between a Bustier and Corset. They can be very 

stylish and flattering. Make sure they have the right cup 

support and fit properly. 

 

Best for: everyone 

If you are wanting to hide your middriff you may want to pair with a 

high waist panty to avoid any skin between the two pieces.

Women with Large chest we something with cups to give you that 

support. 

Tips



Teddy & Body Suit

Slips & Baby Dolls

A teddy is similar to a bathing suit and bodysuit but is more 

sheer and sexy. They are flattering on most women and are 

available in a variety of styles and textured fabrics. 

 

 

Best for: Hourglass but work for everyone

We like slips and baby dolls as long as they are straight 

fitting, flat to the body and don't flare out from your 

bust. It tends to make a bell shape and make you 

appear larger than you are. 

 

Best For: Anyone, Inverted Pear, Triangle Shape or a 

Petite 



Make sure they are a bit lose and not to tight to be able to 

put on and take off effortlessly! 

 

We have seen some interesting sexy hosiery lately if you 

plan on bringing them to make sure they once again for 

looser to avoid bulging.

The Stockings & Hosery



Artistic Nudes 
& 

Implied Nudes



 Just go Naked!

What is more natural than your 

birthday suits! It's not as scary as you 

think! It is very artistic natural and 

beautiful. 

There are ways to be more 

conservative with sheets and or 

blankets if you choose to have partials 

showing 

 

Every body is beautiful and deserves 

to be showcased. 

 

Best For: Everyone


